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The main result is that every
weakly
compact
operator
between
Banach
spaces factors
through
a reflexive
Banach
space. Applications
of the result
and technique
of proof include
new results (e.g., separable
conjugate
spaces
embed
isomorphically
in spaces with
boundedly
complete
bases; convex
weakly
compact
sets are a&rely
homeomorphic
to sets in a reflexive
space)
and simple proofs of known
results (e.g., there is a reflexive
space failing
the
Banach-Saks
property;
if X is separable,
then X = Z**/Z
for some Z; there
is a separable space which does not contain Zi whose dual is nonseparable).

1. INTRODUCTION

The main result proved here is that if T: X --+ Y is a weakly
compact operator between Banach spaces, then T factors through
a reflexive Banach space, i.e., there are a reflexive space R and
(bounded, linear) operators S: X -+ R andL: R --+ Y so that T = LS.
Of course, an immediate
application
of this result is that every
weakly compact subset of a Banach space is (in the respective weak
topologies) affinely homeomorphic
to a subset of a reflexive Banach
space.
The proof of the main result, being very short, simple and selfcontained, can be quickly assimilated by anyone familiar with such
rudiments of functional analysis as are usually presented in a first
year graduate course. The reader who is interested primarily in the
factorization theorem needs to read only the part of Lemma 1 that
occurs at the beginning of Section 2.
The remainder of Section 2 contains further more or less immediate
applications of the Factorization Theorem. For example, Remark 2
gives that every weakly compact operator from a locally convex
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space into a FrCchet space factors through a reflexive Banach space
(a linear operator is said to be weakly compact if it transforms
a
neighborhood
of 0 into a weakly relatively compact set). Corollary 5
yields that no regular summability
method will sum some subsequence
of an arbitrary
weakly null sequence in a reflexive Banach space.
Section 3 contains applications
of the technique of factorization
to some embedding problems
involving bases. The main theorem
here is that every Banach space with separable dual is a quotient
of a space with shrinking
basis. This answers a question in [14],
and provides
an alternate approach
to proving
that separable
conjugate spaces have the RadonNikodym
and Krein-Milman
properties.
In Section 4 it is shown that if X is a weakly compactly generated
Banach space (abbreviated
WCG) then there is a Banach space 2
such that Z**/Z
is isomorphic
to X. (We regard consistently
any
Banach space as a subset of its second dual under the canonical
embedding.)
This
is a nonseparable
version
of the JamesLindenstrauss
Theorem [I I]. Since, when X is separable, our construction can yield a Z* with shrinking
basis, this gives an alternate
proof of the aforementioned
theorem. As another illustration
of
the method a separable space 1’ is constructed
which has nonseparable dual but contains no isomorphic copy of I, . The first such
example was given by James [6] and discussed later in [ 121.
Our notation is rather standard. X, Y, Z, E, F etc. denote Banach
spaces, unless stated otherwise,
and R is used for a reflexive Banach
space. The linear span (resp. convex hull) of a subset A C X is
denoted span A (resp. conv A). The bars always refer to the closure
with respect to the norm topology. The unit ball of X is denoted
B x. All operators are assumed to be linear and continuous.
The
weak topology of X generated by a family I’ of linear functionals
separating the points of X is denoted 0(X, I’).
Given a sequence (X, ,I1 * iI,)&=, of Banach spaces and a Banach
space E of (numerical)
sequences with the norm satisfying Il(ti)l/E =
il(l ti I)]]~ for any (ti) E E, (~~==, (X, , /j . lin))E will denote the Banach
space of all sequences (xn) E J’Jz=, X, , so that

Finally, let us recall that an operator T: X* -+ Y* is w* continuous iff T satisfies one of the following
equivalent conditions:
(i) T = S*, where S: Y + X, (ii) T*(Y) C X, (iii) T is continuous
with respect to the 0(X*, X) and a(Y*, Y) topologies.
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Let W be a convex, symmetric and bounded subset of a Banach
space (X, j/ . 11). For each n = 1,2,..., the gauge (/ * ljn of the set
U, = 2”W + 2FBx is a norm equivalent to 11. /j. Define, for x E X,
Ill X /Ii = CCL II * 112,>“2, let Y = {XE X: I// x /~/< cc} and C =
B, = (x E X: 111
x 111
< l}. Finally, letj denote the identity embedding
of Y into X.
In the sequel, if X and W are given, Y, C, j and Un’s will always
be defined in this way. Here are some properties of this construction.
LEMMA

1.

(i) WC C.

(ii> (Y, ~/I. Ill) is a Banach
(iii)
(iv)

j **: Y** + X**

space and j is continuous.

is one to one and (j**)-l(X)

= I-.

Y is rej?exive ;sf W is weakly relatively compact.

Proof. (i) If w E W,
I/j w /I~ < 1; i.e., w 6 C.

then

I/ w /],z < 2~“,

n = 1, 2,...,

hence

(ii) Let X, = (X, I/ II,), 2 = (Cz==, Xn)[, . The mapping
cp: Y + Z given by v(y) = (jy, jy,...) is a linear isometric embedding,
and g’(Y) = {z = (xn) E Z: x, = x1 , for n = I, 2,...) is a closed
subspace. j may be regarded as the composition of q and the projection
of Z onto the first coordinate.
(iii)

Observe
that
y**(y**)
= (j**y**,
and, since y is an isometry,
= Y.

Y** E Y**,
(cp**)-‘(y(Y))

j**y**,...,),
(F**)-r(0)

for
= (0},

(iv) First let us notice that the a(X**, X*) closure of C in X**
is nothing but j**(B,,.).
Indeed, Byei; is o(Y**, Y*) compact
(Alaoglu Theorem), C = B, is o(Y**, Y*) dense in By** (Goldstine
Theorem) and j**
is w* continuous. Therefore, j**(B,,,)
is
0(X**, X*) closed (being 0(X**, X*) compact) and j**(C) = C is
a(X**, X*) dense in it.
Now, if W is weakly relatively compact, i.e., w is 0(X, X*)
compact, then the sets 2”w + 2-nB,,, , n = I, 2,..., contain C and
are 0(X**, X*) closed, hence they contain j**(B,,,).
Since
n (2”~ + 2-734
n
it follows that j**(Br.,)
reflerive.

c n (X + 2-94
n

C X, hence, by (iii),

= S,
Y** C Y; i.e., Y is
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The other implication (of iv) follows from (i).
Before we proceed let us mention that all the results of the present
paper, as well as their proofs, remain valid if, in the definition of
111* jj/ and 2, the Za norm is replaced by the norm of any reflexive
space E of sequences such that the unit vectors have norm 1. The
reflexivity
is critically needed for (iii) to hold, however,
there are
applications where nonreflexive
norms are to be used.
COROLLARY 1.

Weakly

compact operators factor

through rejlexive

spaces.
Proof. Let T: Z --+ X be weakly compact and let W of Lemma 1
be T(B,). The operators i-l 0 T: 2 + Y and j: Y --+ X provide the
required factorization.
COROLLARY 2. Every weakly compact subset K of a Banach space X
is afinely homeomorphic (in the respective weak topologies) to a subset
of a reflexive Banach space.

Proof. Let in Lemma I W = conv(K u (-K)).
Then, by the
Krein-Smulian
Theorem,
W is weakly relatively compact, hence,
by (iv), Y is reflexive. Therefore
K’ = j-‘(K)
is weakly compact
(being weakly closed and bounded, by (i)).j IK, is the homeomorphism
we need.
Remark 1. Since there is a
into a reflexive space R* with
Remark 3 below), K is affinely
subset of a reflexive space with

one to one operator
unconditional
basis
homeomorphic
to a
unconditional
basis,

T* mapping Y
(let X = Y* in
weakly compact
e.g., to T*(K’).

Remark 2. If K is a weakly compact subset of a FrCchet space
F, then there are a reflexive Banach space R and an operator T: R + F
so that KC T(B,).
For F can be regarded as a closed subspace of the topological
product of a sequenee (X,) of Banach spaces. Let K, be the image
of the projection of K onto the n-th coordinate.
By Corollary
2,
there is a sequence ( T,)gGI of operators
T,: R, -+ X,, such that
the R,‘s are reflexive Banach spaces and K, C T,(BRI), n = 1, 2,..., .
Let 2 = (x R& and define S: Z --+ n X, by S((Y,)) = (2nT,r&‘=l
.
Then 2 is reflexive and S(B,) 1 n K, 1 K. Clearly, one can take
R = S-l(F), T = S lR .
Using
operator
through

the observation
one gets easily that any weakly compact
mapping a locally convex space into a FrCchet space factors
a reflexive Banach space, and also a FrCchet version of
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Corollary 2. Of course, a construction similar
can be carried on in FrCchet spaces as well.
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1

COROLLARY 3. A Banach space X is WCG 28 there is a reffexive
space R and a one to one operator T: R -+ X with T(R) dense in X.
Proof.
The sufficiency is obvious; the necessity follows from the
proof of Corollary 2.
Remark 3. The R of Corollary 3 may be chosen to have unconditional basis (cf. Remark 5 below).
COROLLARY 4 ([l]).
If X is WCG,
compact for any subspace Z C X.

then B,, is o(Z*,

2) sequentially

Let T: R + X be the operator of Corollary 3. Let (z,*)&
be a sequence in B,, . Extend each z,* to an xn* E B,, . By Eberlein’s
Theorem (in fact, a separable version thereof) there is a subsequence
(nk) so that (T*x!*(x))
is convergent for x E R. Since T(R) is dense
in X, and (x:J is bounded, it is a(X*, X) convergent. Therefore
(zQ is o(Z*, 2) convergent, as required.
Proof.

COROLLARY 5 (cf. [15, 21). F or any regular summability method S
there exist a reflexive space R and a sequence (Y,);~, in R so that (Y,)
tends weakly to zero, but no subsequence of it is S-summable.
Proof.
It was proved
contains a sequence (x~)
is a reflexive space R and
(x,) C T(B,). Obviously,

in [15] that for any S the space C[O, 11
with such a property. By Corollary 2 there
a one to one operator T: R -+ C[O, l] so that
one can take Y, = T-‘(x,),
n = 1, 2 ,..., .

Remark 4. It follows from Corollary 7 below that one can find R
and (Y,) so that, in addition, (r&&i is an unconditional
basis.

3. FACTORIZATION THROUGH SPACES WITH BASES
In the sequel, whenever a linear subspace r C X* separating the
points of X has been fixed, X will be regarded as a subset of P
(the embedding
being given by x(y) = y(x), for y E r), and, if
A C X, then A will denote the a(r*, r) closure of A in r*. Recall that
X is norm closed in r*, iff c = inflj.+, sup{1 r(x)l: II Y II < 11 > 0;
B, is a(X, r) closed, iff c = 1; i.e., if r norms X.
By a Schauder decomposition
of a Banach space 2 we shall mean
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a sequence (S&r
of projections on 2 such that S,S, = S,,lin(n,m) ,
for n, m = 1, 2 ,..., and S,z + z for 2 E Z. The
subspaces
w h ere S, = 0, will be called the summands
of the
(4 - LW),
decomposition.
(Sn)&
is called shrinking,
iff (S,*)&
is a Schauder
decomposition
of .Z*, equivalently, iff S*,*z** 4lr; z** for z** E .Z**.
(S,);=i
is said to be boundedly complete, iff any bounded sequence
(z&r
in Z such that SILzll --=- S,,zn,.l = ,zn , n = 1, 2 ,..., is convergent.
If the Sri’s are of finite rank, and rank S, < 1 + rank A’,-, for
n = I, 2,..., then, picking a vector x, # 0 from each nontrivial
summand (S, - S,-,)(Z),
one gets a Schauder basis. If (x,)z==, is a
Schauder basis, the notation x,* is reserved for the biorthogonal
functionals,
and S, denotes the projection
S,(x) = xy=, xi*(x)xi ,
for xEZ.
If (x,&, is an unconditional
basis for Z, and cz C I, then P, will
denote the projection P=(x) = Cica xi*(x)xi .
Now we can formulate the postponed part of Lemma 1.
LEMMA
1 (cont’d).
C C span IV.

(vi)

If

(v) If r C X*

separates

the points

of X,

T norms X and W is a(X, F) compact, then so is C.

(vii) If T = X *, then the topologiesu( Y**, Y*) and a(X**,
coincide on c, hence u( I’, Y*) and u(X, X*) coincide on C.
(viii)

then

X*)

If

S: X -+ X is a linear operator, and S(W) C a W, then
WY))
CAY), and lllflSj Ill d max(ll s II, I a ‘1,
6x1 If (%x4 is a Schauder decomposition for- X so that
S,(W) C a W, for some a and all n, then (j-lSnj)~~l
is a Schauder
decompositionfor I’, which is shrinking (resp. boundedly complete), if
(4,) was so.
(x) If (x&, is an unconditional basisfor X, and P&(W) C a W,
for all finite subsetsarof I, then (xi} n I: is an unconditional basisfor Y.
Proof. (v) C C U, = 2”W + 2-“B, C 211@’+ 2-nBr*, n = 1,2 ,..., .
The latter sets are a(r*, r) closed, being the algebraic sums of a
o(r*, r) closed and o(J’*, r) compact set, hence they contain c.
Therefore
CC fi (2”m + 2PB,,)
1%1

(vi)

C i;l (span J@+ 2-nBr,)

= @ii FP.

n=1

Now the sets U,, are 0(X, r) closed, so the I! . j~,l’s are
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u(X, F) lower semicontinuous,
hence so is /I/ * /I\; i.e., C is a(X, P)
closed. Since m = W, using (v) and the norm closedness
of X
in F* we get C C span fi = span WC X. Thus C is o(F*, r)
closed in P, hence, being bounded, it is o(r*, r) compact.
(vii)
Since, by (iii), j** is one to one, lZr,, can be identified
with C. The 0(X**,
X*) topology of C is Hausdorff
and weaker
which is compact. Therefore
both
than its o(Y **, Y*) topology,
topologies coincide on C and, a fortiori, on C.
(viii)

Let b = max(ll S 11,1 a I). Then

S(U,)

= 2”S(W)

+ 2PS(B,)C

b2”W + b2vB,

= bU:, ,

i.e., jl S IIn < b, n = 1, 2 ,..., . Hence, for any y E Y,
‘-‘Sjy
,/mJ
(ix)
S,(.Y)

I// = ( f’ /( Sjy (i:)1’2 < b ( 5 \ljy j\t)li2 = b \I/ y !j/.
11=1
n=l

By (viii),
cjy,

and

syp llifl&i

III d ma4

a 1, yp

Ii S, II) < ~0.

Obviously, (j-‘S,j)
is an increasing sequence of commuting projections. If y E Y, then (j-lS,jy);=r
is bounded in Y and S,jy + jy.
is
u(
Y,
Y*)
convergent to y. Therefore
By (vii), (j-lS,jy>
is
a
linear
subspace
u(
Y, Y*)-dense in Y, hence it is
U, WWW)
strongly dense. This proves that (j-‘S,j)
is a Schauder decomposition.
If (S,) is a shrinking Schauder decomposition then (S,**x**)
converges u(X**, X*) to x**. Using (vii) we get easily that
(j-‘S,j)**y**
is o(Y**, Y*) convergent to y** which is equivalent
to shrinkingness of ( j-lSnj);=r
.
To get the boundedly complete case observe first that C is u(X, X*)
closed. (Just read the first sentence of the proof of (vi) replacing
U, by D, and r by X*.) If (yn)zE1 C B, satisfies (j-lS,j)(y%)
=
(j-iSnj)yn+r
= yn , for n = 1, 2,..., and (S,) is boundedly complete,
then (jyn)&
is convergent in X, hence its limit x belongs to C.
It follows from (vii) that (y,) is u(Y, Y*) convergent to j-l(x). As
above, this is sufficient to establish that (j-*S,j)
be boundedly
complete.
(x) The argument of (ix) gives that any countable part of
j-l({x,: i ~1)) is a basic sequence in Y in any ordering, as well as
thatj-l({xi:
i EI}) is fundamental in Y. This proves (x) and completes
the proof of the lemma.
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In the rest of this section X will be a Banach space with a fixed
basis (x,):-r or unconditional
basis (x&, , and F C X* will be the
closure of the span of the biorthogonal functionals.

LEMMA 2. If Y C X is 0(X, F) compact, then so is
v, = v u w S,(V).
12

If

the basis is unconditionaz,
compact.

then also VU = &,

Pol( V) is 0(X, r)

Given a net (Padvd)dcD of elements of I’, , there is a
subnet (4JeEE so that (Y~~+ (us in 2’ and vud8-+ us E I’ in the a(X, r)
topology of V. Since, for bounded nets in X, the a(X, r) convergence
is equivalent to the coordinatewise
convergence, it follows that
is
0(X,
r)
convergent
to
Pa,v,, E V, . Therefore
V, is
t pu, %)ecE
g(X: r) compact.
The proof for V, is even simpler since the o(X, F) topology of
I’, is metrizable.
If r = X*, i.e., the basis is shrinking,
we get. the following
corollary.
Proof.

COROLLARY6. Every weakly compact operator T: Z ---f X into a
space with a shrinking
(resp. shrinking
unconditional)
basis factors
through a rejlexive space with a basis (resp. unconditional basis).
Proof.
Use Lemma 2 with I’ = T(B,), note that W = ZiE V,
(resp. conv V,) is weakly compact, since V, (resp. I’,) was, and
satisfies S,( IV) C W (resp. P,( IV) C IV). Then use (iv) and (ix)
(resp. (iv) and (x)) of Lemma 1.

COROLLARY7. A weakly compact subset K of a Banach space Z
is the image of a bounded unconditional basis in a reflexive space under
a linear operator iff 0 is the only weak limit point of K.
Proof.
The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, consider
the (weakly compact) operator T: Z* -+ c,(K’), where K’ = K\(O),
given by TX* = (z*(k))k.K,
. Let Z* 2 Y 7 c,(K’)
be the factorization yielded by Corollary 6. It is easy to check that j* maps
the natural basis for c&K’)* onto a (bounded) unconditional
basis
for Y* and S* maps the latter onto K’, as required.
Remark 5. In every reflexive space 2 there is a biorthogonal
system (zi , z~*)~~, so that @ii
= 2, $Zi{z,*}
= z and )I zi \I < 1,
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for i E I. For 2 separable, this was proved by Markouchevitch
[13];
the general case follows from this by transfinite induction
if one
uses Lindenstrauss’
decomposition
of reflexive spaces by “long
sequences” of projections (cf. [lo]). The set K = {z~}~~, u {0} has
the property described in Corollary 7. Applying the construction,
we see that S({Z~*)~,,) is f un d amental in Y (being an unconditional
basis), hence S* is one to one. This, combined with Corollary 3,
yields Remark 3.
If r # X*, and A C X is u(X, r) compact, then the u(X, r)
closure of conv A need not be so. One has, however,
LEMMA
3. If V C X is convex, symmetric
then so is the u(X, I’) closure W of conv V, .

and u(X, r)

compact,

Proof. Since conv V, is u(r*, r) relatively compact and metrizable,
it is enough to prove that if a sequence (w&& C conv V, is u(P*, P)
convergent to a w E r*, then w E X. For this write
Wk = tkQvko + jy tkflS&&n,
7l=l

wherevknEV,0<tkn<1,C~~otkn=1,forK=1,2
,..., n=0,1,2
,...,
and suppose, passing to a suitable subsequence, that tkn -+ t, ,
vkn -+ v, E V (in the 0(X, r) topology), for n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., . Obviously, c:-0 t, < 1.
Let E > 0 be arbitrary, and fix N so that &,N t, < E. Assume
next that x:n>N tnS,,vkn - z, E r* (in the u(r*, r) topology) as
K --f co. Obviously 11.a, 11< lim inf 11&,N tnSnvkn II < I&, where
K = SUP II %I II * SUP II v III-* .

n
VEV
Now put rkn = tkn - t, , and consider wfi = x:n,N rknSnvkn. Since
7kn ? 0 for each n, we can choose a subsequence (K,)j”,r so that
~~~~+i 1~5 1 < i-l for each j. Write
N+j
wkj

=

,$+,

7$%v;i

+

.&

T:jsN+&j

+

c

T;j(Sn

-

sN+j>

dij

.

n>N+i

The first terms tend strongly to 0, the third ones form a bounded
sequence which tends to 0 on each xn*, n = I, 2,..., hence also
in the u(X, r) topology. Since, by Lemma 2, V, is u(X, r) compact,
and, for each i,
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the a(r*, r) limit x of this sequence belongs to X. Hence
N

w=limw
j

t&v& + C t~,S,v~, +- C tnSnvFi + wt 1
k, = lim
3
n=1
n>N

= t,v, + i: tnSnv, + 2, + x = x, + x, .
n-1

where x, E X and I/ z, (/ < KE. Therefore, since X is norm closed
in P, we have w = lim,,, x, E X. This completes the proof of the
lemma.
It follows from Corollary 6 that any reflexive subspace of a space
with shrinking (resp. shrinking unconditional) basis embeds into a
reflexive space with basis (resp. unconditional basis). We do not
know whether this restriction is essential, or, more generally, whether
every Banach space with separable dual embeds into a space with
shrinking basis. It is true, however, that separable conjugate Banach
spaces embed into spaces with boundedly complete bases. More
precisely, one has the following.
COROLLARY 8. If E is a Banach space with separable dual, then
E is a quotient of a space with shrinking basis.

Proof. Let Q: I, -+ E be a quotient mapping. By Remark 4.10
of [9] there is a basis (~~*)f,
for I, so that the space X spanned
in Ii* by the biorthogonal functionals (xn)zG1 contains Q*(E*).
Obviously, I’ = I, , I’norms X, and I’ = Q*(Be*) is a(X, r) compact.
Construct I’, , W and ,C as in Lemmas 2, 3, 1, respectively. Then
C is u(X, P) compact, hence Y is isometric to the dual of a (unique)
Banach space 2 so that the u( Y, 2) topology is finer than that induced
by a(X, r). This implies that Q* regarded as a mapping of E* into
Z* is w* continuous, so that E is a quotient of Z. Also the biorthogonal
functionals of the basis for Y constructed in Lemma l(ix), being
u( Y, Z) continuous, define a shrinking basis for Z.
COROLLARY 9. If E* is separable and (e,*)zxl C E* tends to 0
in the a(E*, E) but not in the norm topology, then (e,*) contains a
boundedly complete basic subsequence.

Proof. The previous corollary yields a w* continuous isomorphic
embedding of E* into a space with boundedly complete basis. Since
every block basic sequence of a boundedly complete basis is boundedly
complete, the conclusion follows from Theorem 3 of [3].
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Remark 6. Corollary 9 is a weaker version of Theorem
3.2 of
[8]. To get the full result it is enough to observe that the perturbation
used in [3] is, in the present situation, a w* isomorphism.

4. ON SPACES Z**/Z

As our next application of Lemma 1 the following
the James-Lindenstrauss
theorem will be proved.

extension

of

PROPOSITION
1. If F is WCG, then there is a Banach space Z
such that F is isomorphic to Z**/Z. The space Z can be chosenso that
Z* has a shrinking Schauder decomposition with all the summands
isomorphic to a fixed reflexive space with unconditional basis.

The way we shall construct Z is reflected in the following

lemma.

LEMMA
4. If X, Y, j satisfy (ii), (iii) of Lemma 1 and E is a closed
linear subspaceof X** such that

E n X = {0},

E Cj**(Y**)

C X + E,

then

(a) the operator U: E --t Y** given by U(e) = (j**)-l(e)
isomorphic embedding and Y** = Y @ U(E),

is an

(b) zf, in addition, E = F” and the inclusion map i: E -+ X**
is w* continuous, then so is U. Therefore there is a Z so that Z* is
isomorphic to Y and Z**/Z to F.
Proof.

(a) Since Y and F’ = (j**)-‘(E)

Y** = (j**)-‘(X
Y n V = (j**)-l

+ E) = (j**)-’

are closed in Y**,

(X) + (j**)-’

and

(E) = Y + V,

(X n E) = (01,

both conclusions follow from the inverse mapping theorem. (b) We
know that i*(X*) C F, and are to prove that U*(Y*) _CF. This
inclusion follows from
U*(j*(X*))

= U*( j***(X*))

= (j**U)*(X*)

= i*(X*) C F,

since, by (iii), j*(X*)
is norm dense in Y*.
It is well known (see [9], the proof of Cor. 1) that the second
statement follows from (a) and the first one.
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Proof of Proposition 1. Let T: R -+ F be an operator of Remark 3.
For each n = 1, 2,..., the formula

defines an equivalent

norm on R. Let R, = (R, / * I,),

x = ( jl Rn*),,

S:X* + F,

S&J) = $ TX,.

Obviously,
)I S/I < 1 and S(B,,)
is dense in B, . Therefore
S*: F* -+ X** is an isometric embedding, so that E = S*(F*) is
closed.
Let x = (xn*) E X and e E E, say e = S*f * = (T*f *)& . The
inequality

II eII = iz I T*f * In = iz I T*f * + x,* I,, < II e + x II,
implies easily that E n X = (01 and E + X,is closed in X**.
Let, in Lemma 1, W = {x = (x,*) E X: z:n=1 ) xX+r - x,* In < l}
and let r = X*. Recall that j**(B,,,)
= c, and, by (i) and (v),
I$‘C C?C $Zi m. Hence, X + E being closed, for Y to satisfy the
assumptions of Lemma 4 it is enough that B, C m’c X + E.
For the first inclusion, let e E BE , say e = (T*f *)zxEl , and let,
for k = 1, 2,..., wk have the first k coordinates equal T*f * and the
others 0. Then the wk’s belong to W and tend 0(X**, X*) to e,
so that e E m. Hence B, C m.
On the other hand, since the functionsp,(x)
= x:“,=, 1xz+;1 - x,* IIt
are 0(X**, X*) lower semicontinuous,
one has
tvlc

I

x = (xn*)EX**:

gxL-r.*l.a~.

Let x = (xn*) E IV, x0* = lim, xn*, x0 = (xO*)zCI . Since

one has x - x,, E X, so that x0 = x sup% ( x,,* In < co. Obviously x0* = T*f *,
on T(R) by f *(TX) = x,,*(x), hence x,, =
(x - x0) + x,, E X + E, so that the second
established.

(x - x,-J E X**,
hence
where f * E F* is defined
S*( f *) E E. Thus x =
inclusion has also been
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Finally, the decomposition
for Y is constructed by applying
Lemma l(ix) to the natural decomposition
for X given by
s,((xk*>;=‘,l) = (xl*, . .. . x,*, 0,o ,..., ).
Since (8, - S,-,)(X) C span WCj(Y),
for 7t = 1,2,..., then the
summands of (j-‘S&;=,
are isomorphic to those of (S,), which
were isomorphic to R. This completes the proof.
Clearly,
the shrinking
Schauder
decomposition
we have constructed
for Y is monotone;
i.e.,
WwiL
lllflSnj
111= 1, for 7~= 1, 2,..., . Since the spaces (j-V,j)*(Y*)
have the metric approximation
property (this follows from Corollaire 2
to Proposition 40 of [4]), we get easily that so does Y*.
Remark

7.

Remark 8. In the case of a separable F Proposition
1 was proved
in [ll] in a stronger form (with .Z* having a shrinking basis). We
do not know if this is so for the space we have constructed (it would
be very interesting if it should not necessarily be the case). It is
obvious, however, that Z** is separable, and, by Remark 7, has
the metric approximation
property. This implies (cf. [7], p. 343,
added in proof) that there is a reflexive space C, so that, if 2, =
C, @ 2, then Z,* has a shrinking basis. Clearly, Z,**/Z, is isomorphic
to F.
One can also change the construction in the proof of Proposition 1
to yield readily a Y with shrinking finite dimensional decomposition.
Namely, let (Rn),“E1 be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional
subspaces of Y, whose union is dense in Y, and let T,: R, -+ Y
be the identity embedding. We define everything as before, only W
is now to be

Ex : n-1i: II4+1I&- %I*IL?“’
G11.
1(%*K=l
This approach avoids an appeal to Grothendieck’s
results.
Our final application needs another portion of Lemma 1.
LEMMA 1.

(xi)

If W

is

(norm) separable, then Y is separable.

(xii) If W is a(X**, X*) sequentially compact in X**, then so
is C, hence B, is u( Y * *, Y*) sequentially compact in Y* *.
(xiii)
The space Y**/Y is naturally isometric to a subspaceof the
space Y, obtained by applying the construction to X,, = X**IX
and
W, = Q(W), Q being the quotient map X** ---f X**/X.
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Proof. (xi) It is an instance of a general principle saying that
Y is completely determined by W and span W (it follows from the
formula C C fi,“=, rl;, C span W). Indeed, if W is norm separable,
then so is C, hence, by (vii), BY is u(Y, Y*) separable, which implies
the separability of Y.
(xii) Let (c,)e,
be a sequence of elements of C. Write
c, = 2k~,k + 2-“b,“, with wnk E W, bnk E B, . Using the diagonal
procedure we can choose a subsequence (n&?i so that, for k = I, 2,...,
(Wan)& is 0(X**, X*) convergent to an x2* EX**. Obviously, (2k~$*)
is a Cauchy sequence in X** and (c,,)~& is a(X**, X*) convergent
to lim, 2k~,**. This proves the first statement, the second one follows
now from (vii).
(xiii)

Observe first that one may identify the spaces X:*/X,
and WOL * Indeed, for the corresponding open unit balls (denoted
here bE) one has

bX;*IX, = Q(b,:,) = Q(2d7 f 2Pbxt*),
b(,,, = 2nQ(fl) + 2-%b,xo= 2nQ(@) $ 2-“Q(b,,,).
The isometry y: Y + 2 defined in the proof of (iii) induces the
natural isometry of Y**/ Y into Z**/Z. The natural quotient map of
annihilates the elements of 2 and
Z** onto 2, = (C (X,**/X,)),z
only them, so that it induces the natural isometry of Z**/Z onto 2, .
The composition of these isometries maps Y**/Y into the space of
“diagonal elements” of 2, which, as we know, is naturally isometric
to Y, .
Let us remark that (xiii) and the principle mentioned in the proof
of (xi) imply that if E is a closed subspace of X** containing X u m,
then Y, is naturally isometric to the space Y, obtained using Q(m)
and E/X in the construction.
In the following example any bounded Bore1 functionfon a compact
space K is identified with a functional on C(K)* via the formula
f(d = Jif4-h
for P E C(K)*. Recall that a uniformly bounded
sequence of Bore1 functions is u(C(K)**, C(K)*) convergent if it
converges pointwise. (This follows from the Riesz representation
theorem and the dominated convergence theorem.)
EXAMPLE.
Let X = C(d), where A is the Cantor set and let
(hn)zzEl be the normalized “Haar system” for d. Let W be the closure
of the convex symmetric hull of the h,‘s.
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The total variation for functions on d is defined as for those on
[0, I] and has analogous properties. In particular, since the variation
of any f in W is <4 (it was so for the h,‘s), each sequence in W
has a subsequence
convergent
everywhere
(cf. [5]). Therefore,
by
(xii) and our previous remark B, is u( Y**, Y*) sequentially compact
in Y**, so that no subspace of Y can be isomorphic
to I1 . Needless
to say, Y is separable (in fact (j-%,)~~r
is a Schauder basis), whereas
Y* is not since the evaluation functionals j*S, , s E d, form an uncountable discrete subset of Y*.
Proofs of other properties of Y depend on the following description
of @(to be proved below),

(*I

W = conv( W U Bl,(oj).

Denote by E the subspace C(d) + c,(d) of C(d)**.
E is closed since
the obvious projection
P of E onto C(d) is contractive.
By (*)
s$EGi m = E, so that, by (v), j**( Y**) C E. Also by (*) P( l8’) C W,
hence using (viii) we conclude that Y is norm 1 complemented
in Y**.
Now go back to the remark following
the proof of (xiii). Since
the present E/X is naturally isomorphic
to c,(d) with Q(m) corresponding, by (“1, to Bl,w , we get using (iv) and (x) that Y, is reflexive
and has a symmetric
unconditional
basis of the cardinality
of the
continuum.
Obviously,
the natural isometry
Y**/Y
+ Yr is onto,
since, by (*), the basis vectors in Yi belong to its range.
The kernel Y, of the contractive
projection
from Y** onto Y
is reflexive (being isomorphic
to Y**/ Y), hence it is D( Y**, Y*)
closed. Let F be the annihilator of Yz in Y*. A standard duality
argument gives that F* is isometric
to Y. Furthermore,
the biorthogonal functionals
of the basis (j-lh,)~=i
annihilate Ya , hence
they are o( Y, F) continuous, so that the basis is boundedly complete.
We are still to prove (*). The inclusion “3” is obvious. For the
other let w” be an element of @‘. There is a net (cJdeD in Bll, cd =
(~,~)z-r for d E D, so that [w* - lim,] C cndh, = 6. We may suppose,
passing to a subnet, that (cd) be ~(1r , co) convergent to a c = (cJ E BII.
Clearly,
li;;; 11cd - c 11< 1 - j( c 11. Therefore
it would be enough
for us to know that if (yd) is a net in Bll, u(ZI , co) convergent to 0
so that v = [w * - lim,] I:, yndh, exists, then v E B, cA).
Let s1 ,..., sli be a finite sequence of pairwise
diiferent elements
of d and pick an N so that if n > N, then h,(si) # 0 for at most
one i, 1 < i < K. Then
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Since the s$‘s could be chosen arbitrarily,
it follows that the
formula q(s) = ~$3~) defines an element or of Br+,) . Clearly,
J or dp = lim, J (CnE1 y,%,) dp = v(p), if p E C(d)* is purely atomic.
On the other hand, if p is atomless, then Jo, dp = 0, but also
<Sha d/-4& E c,, (the latter fact depends only on the diameters of the
supports of the h,‘s tending to zero), so that
dp = lixp f

ynd s h, dp = 0 = 1 v1 dp.

?Z=l

Since any j.4 E C(d)* is the sum of an atomless and a purely atomic
measures, we obtain that z, = a, E Blltd) . This completes the proof.
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